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1.1 Why skills matter

Lord Leitch’s Review of Skills Interim Report concluded that

“our nation’s skills are not world-class. We run the risk that this

will undermine the UK’s long term prosperity. Productivity

continues to trail many of our main international comparators.

Much more needs to be done to reduce social disparities.

Improving our skill levels can address all of these problems.”  

We agree with this sentiment.  In a Parliamentary Answer on 23

November last year, the Secretary of State for Education and

Skills said that, by 2020, Britain would need an extra five

million highly skilled workers but three million fewer unskilled

workers to remain competitive in global markets. A ready supply

of appropriately skilled workers is essential to sustain a

competitive economy.  

But there are other reasons – beyond direct effects on

competitiveness – why skills matter.  Skills provide people with

a sense of worth and purpose.  The index compiled by City and

Guilds shows that skilled vocational work is particularly likely

to provide job satisfaction:

Source: City & Guilds Happiness Index, 28 March 2006

Skills also help to build social mobility.  Children with parents

in unskilled work have a 20% probability of achieving five or

more GCSEs at grade A* - C, compared with 69% for children

with managerial or professional parents:

Source: Interim Report, Leitch Review of Skills, p.34, 2005

1.2 Present problems

In Section 2 of this report, we rehearse the mounting evidence

that Britain is not at present equipped with a system of training

that is likely either to address the problems identified by Lord

Leitch or to contribute in the way it could and should to our

productivity, our competitiveness, our job satisfaction and our

social mobility.

The picture is the same whether one looks (as we do in Section

2) at the numbers of our children acquiring basic skills, at

participation in training, at international comparisons, at the

complexity and mis-direction of funding, at the lack of

transparency in our system of qualifications, or at Britain’s poor

record in productivity.  All the evidence points in the same

direction: our present system is not fit for purpose.

1.3 A vision of the future for vocational
skills training

To meet this challenge, we envisage a skills training framework

in which employers and trainees have a much greater influence

on the trainers’ behaviour, both in terms of what is taught at the

taxpayers’ expense, to whom and to what level.  

In our vision, the requirements of business – mediated through
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industry-specific Sector Skills Councils – should shape the

training landscape.

We trust the consumer – whether self-employed, employee or

company – to choose what is best in respect of current and

future training needs, provided that the relevant information is

freely available.  The framework must provide a good service to

prospective trainees, without placing any bureaucratic

impediment on their ability to source the training that matches

their needs.  

Our vision entails significant cultural and social change,

including breaking down the current distinction that is made

between general and vocational education, and the attendant

class prejudices.  The value of vocational training needs to be

elevated within society, and there needs to be far greater

flexibility for those wishing to move between vocational

pathways and higher education.  

1.4 Guiding principles

We have derived several guiding principles during the course of

our study:

• we should remain committed to free vocational training for

16-19 year olds; 

• current government spending should be maintained, not

reduced; but it is the role of government to facilitate, not

centrally plan, the supply of state-funded skills training;

• to close the gap that currently exists between the needs of

trainees and access to high quality training, individual

prospective trainees and businesses need to be trusted to

make decisions in their own best interests;

• the framework should recognise that larger enterprises have

very different skills training needs from those of SMEs; and

• the roles of different supporting services need to be

distinguished with much greater clarity.

1.5 Key recommendations

In line with these guiding principles, we propose a radical

overhaul of the way in which state funding for vocational skills

training is allocated and how state services are delivered. 

Money influences behaviour.  We propose that taxpayer funds

should be allocated in accordance with the choices made by

trainees, rather than by the training provider. Such a demand-

led framework will encourage trainers to tailor their course

content to reflect the needs of the market better.  Funds would

reach the trainer via the trainee’s local authority, applying a set

of eligibility criteria that takes into account the applicant’s

attainment and weight the allocation of finite taxpayer funding

towards the skills needs of the market.  The current supply-led

structure (overly influenced by the providers of training) would

be transformed into a demand-led framework.  The national and

local LSCs, the SSDA and the RDAs would no longer be

involved in the funding of vocational skills training; the regional

and national bureaucracy would fall away.

We are proposing a national Careers Advisory Service (CAS)

that is highly visible to aspiring skills trainees on every high

street, on the internet and within schools.  The CAS will be a

“one stop shop” for aspiring trainees, providing them with

access to:

(i) skills training advice, via Advice Desks, that is impartial,

flexible, responsive and offered at a time and place to suit

individuals and businesses; and

(ii) access to taxpayer funding.  CAS-based Funding Desks

would advise on applicants’ eligibility for taxpayer funding. 

Over time we anticipate that the current myriad of state-funded

skills training advice services will be merged or have their

capabilities folded into the CAS.

We propose bolstering the Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) so

that they influence DfES-determined eligibility criteria for state

funding, through the provision of labour market (i.e. employer)

signals and skills research.  We see the SSCs as having a major

role to play in ensuring that taxpayer spending on vocational

skills training is market-led and want to see all of them quickly

reach a level where they are fully equipped to play this role.

We believe that apprenticeships should be re-

professionalised and brought under the full control of

employers. Employers should be encouraged to develop their

own apprenticeship schemes, licensed by the Sector Skills

Councils.  Currently £1 billion is spent annually on

apprenticeships (less than 10% of the LSC’s annual budget); we

propose that this should be increased by redeploying some of the

money that the LSC spends on unnecessary bureaucracy rather
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than directly on education and training.  Pilot schemes of new

Group Training Associations (GTAs) should be launched, to

assist SMEs that lack the capacity to offer apprenticeships, led

by employers who already run successful apprenticeship

schemes.  
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2.1  The “Skills Gap” and the skills
shortage

Lord Leitch has identified that the UK is suffering a “skills gap”

between the needs of potential trainees and the availability of

high quality, relevant training.  

Others have pointed to a skills shortage, arising from in the fact

that the number of people with level 3 and level 4 qualifications

fails to meet the demand of the market. This has a significant

effect on earnings – since, although there is little sign of wage

increases being caused by the difference between level 1 and

level 2 qualifications, there is a 6% male and 5% female wage

increase caused by the difference between level 2 and level 3

qualifications1. 

2.2 The lack of basic skills 
and skills for life

Employers do not always expect candidates to come with job-

specific skills; employer training will generally provide these.

However, the National Employer Skills Survey (NESS) makes

clear that employers do look for basic literacy and numeracy, as

well as the “skills for life”.

The challenges facing employers are highlighted by the fact that

the literacy level of one in six UK adults is less than is expected

of an 11-year-old child.2 The situation for numeracy is both

worse and more confusing, because the tests are weaker and the

evidence is controversial.  However, estimates of the percentage

of adults having “some numeracy problems” range from 30% to

50%3, and the Government itself admits that over 40,000 young

people leave school every year either illiterate or innumerate.

Source: Hansard, Answer to Written Question, 22 May 2006

Perhaps partly because of this lack of basic skills, the number of

young people who ‘drop out’ of education, employment and

training after the age of 16 is high (1.3 million) and has

increased worryingly by 15% since 1997:

Source: ONS, Series AGOL & AGPM

According to evidence we have taken, another effect of the lack

of basic skills is that many of those school leavers who do enter

vocational training are not equipped to start rigorous

intermediate skills training.  With trainers’ funding dependent

upon trainee numbers, it is understandable that trainers are

sometimes inclined to accept weak candidates, that vocational

skills courses are watered down to accommodate trainees’ weak

basic skills, and that skills training suffers accordingly.  

It seems likely that consequent deficiencies in the quality of our

training, as well as mismatch between the training provided and

the demands of the market, have contributed to the stubbornly

low participation rates that we have witnessed in further

education.  After considerable efforts to raise participation in

further education over the past few years, participation fell by

13.6% over the last year and is now back to where it was in 1997:

Source: DfES Statistics, December 2006

Participation in adult and community learning has also fallen

persistently, and is now well below 1997 levels:

2. Existing problems within vocational training 
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Source: DfES Statistics, December 2006

Meanwhile, starts in work-based learning have remained low,

and are below the levels of 1999/2000, when the figures were

first compiled:

Source: DfES Statistics, December 2006

2.3 International comparisons

The same broad picture emerges when one compares our skills

training with that in other comparable countries.  Over one third

of British adults do not have a basic school-leaving

qualification, double the proportion in Canada and Germany:

Source: Education at a Glance 2006, OECD, Table 2.1

British workers spend less time in job-related training relative to

their total working hours than workers in key competitor

countries:

Source: Education at a Glance 2006, OECD

Just 28% of Britons are qualified to apprentice, skilled craft and

technician levels, compared to 51% of the French and 65% of

Germans:

Source: The Guardian, 4 April 2006

2.4 The effect of skills on productivity

There can be little doubt that Lord Leitch is right to associate

this poor relative performance in skills and training with our

lagging national productivity.  As Lord Leitch illustrates, skills

are one of the obvious drivers of productivity:

Source: Leitch Review of Skills, 2006
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The UK is the fourth largest economy in the world and has the

highest employment rate in the G7 group of industrialised

nations.  However, in terms of productivity per hour worked, our

performance lags that of our main competitors:  

Source: Leitch Review of Skills, 2006

Output per hour worked is nearly 30% higher in France and

more than 10% higher in Germany and the USA.  Research

suggests that as much as a fifth of the productivity gap with

France and Germany can be explained by the UK’s

comparatively poor skills.  Lower skill levels also have an

indirect effect on productivity by reducing the benefits of

innovation and investment.   

Eliminating the productivity gap with the rest of the EU is

equivalent to adding £80 billion to GDP. If the UK successfully

trained just 5% more of the workforce in a given year, then £40

billion could be added to the economy4.  It has been

demonstrated that a 5% increase in the proportion of workers

trained in an industry leads to a 1.6% increase in wages, but a

4% increase in value-added per worker – the increase in

productivity is more than double the increase in wages. 

These indicators of the UK’s poor standing in international skills

league tables are not the exception – they are the rule: 

• the UK has a higher proportion of the workforce with low or

no qualifications compared with its main competitors in the

US, France and Germany;

• the UK is 17th out of the 30 OECD countries in a comparison

of post-16 rates of participation in the economy;

• among the working age population, UK secondary

educational attainment ranks 22nd in the OECD ranking;

• the proportion of the UK workforce with level 4

qualifications ranks 11th in the OECD; and

• the UK is placed 17th on the World Economic Forum’s

human capital league.

2.5 The qualifications framework: 
the need for clarity

The current system of awarding qualifications for vocational

studies is confusing not only for students but also for UK

business.  Employers giving evidence to our group told us that

the relative value of different qualifications is hard to assess and

that they found it difficult to tailor qualifications to their own

needs.  We were also told that costs are high, with colleges

spending on average £250,000 a year on examination fees, and

with yearly increases well above the rate of inflation.

Because of these problems, a number of FTSE 100 companies,

including Marks & Spencer, report that they have withdrawn

from NVQ awarding programmes, citing an “inability to meet

our needs”, bureaucracy, an over-emphasis on health and safety

and inappropriately qualified inspectors.  Tesco has now

resumed the NVQ programme, but only on the basis of being

able to run the entire programme in-house.  Interestingly,

following the decision, Tesco has created a thriving NVQ

programme that is a model for other businesses and industry.

We believe that the root of dissatisfaction on the part of

employers is the lack of qualification transparency, enabling

prospective employers to assess both the general (nationally

transferable) and the specific (reflecting the sector or locality)

skills that will have been acquired by a given trainee with a

given qualification.

Part of the explanation for our poor performance on training

undoubtedly lies in the fact that our FE qualifications do not

provide an appropriate ladder of achievement.  There are 2015

vocational qualifications approved for use for those under 18

within this vast array.  There is no clear path of progression from

vocational qualifications taken at school through to further

education, apprenticeships and skilled employment.  A third of

all vocational students are on courses which do not lead to

higher education, either directly or through further training. This

confusion helps to explain high levels of non-completion and

switches between courses:
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% terminated % of whom successfully 

early or failed completed a different 

qualification

GNVQ Advanced 43
26

GNVQ Intermediate 41

BTEC First 44
31

BTEC National 34

City and Guilds 72 34

RSA 58 35

NVQ (Full-Time Education) 49
16

NVQ (Work-based) 38

Source: West and Steedman

2.6 The funding puzzle: 
where’s all the money gone?

Despite their dissatisfaction with the framework of vocational

qualifications, UK companies invest heavily in their human

capital, spending around 3.6% of their payroll on training,

compared with a European average of 2.3% and 2.5% in the US.

A recent survey by the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) put

employer investment in training at around £33bn5.   

The LSC’s budget is now £11bn, far more than that of the Royal

Navy.

These statistics are puzzling.  If all this money is being spent,

where is it all going?  Part of the explanation is that the LSC

money isn’t going where one might think it would go.  Instead

of being spent on intermediate (level 3) skills, it is being spent in

a host of other ways.

£1.8 billion of the LSC’s Annual Budget of £10.4 billion does

not go directly into education and training:

Funds not spent on Education and Training £ millions

Learning Participation:

Area Inspections 43.2

Other Learning Participation Programmes 34.7

Learner Support:

16-18 Discretionary Support for Students 40.6

Care to Learn 14.7

Dance & Drama Awards 13.8

Career Development Loans 17.3

Adult Discretionary Support for Students 82.0

Local Intervention & Development 148.1

Capital 376.9

Education Maintenance Allowances 406.6

Other programmes (non-DfES, ESF, etc) 293.2

Administration:

Pay Costs 172.4

Non-Pay Costs 88.3

Depreciation 23.3

Total £1,755.10

Source: LSC

Source: LSC Annual Report and Accounts 2005/06
LSC letter to John Hayes MP, November 2006

And less than half of the budget goes to further education (£5.16

billion):

Source: LSC Annual Report and Accounts 2005/06
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…of which over 60% is spent on remedial training at level 1:

Source: Hansard, Answer to Written Question, 30 November
2006

…leaving only 16% of total funds actually allocated to

intermediate skills training:

Source: LSC Annual Report and Accounts 2005/6 in answer to
Written Question, 30th November 2006

The same pattern – of money going to items other than

intermediate training – is evident when one looks at the training

budgets of employers.  Although solid figures here are hard to

come by, anecdotal evidence presented to our group suggests

strongly that, instead of focusing on intermediate training,

employers are focusing their training on compensating for

failures elsewhere in the system (i.e. remedial training) and on

higher level skills.  A concentration on higher level skills is also

suggested by the fact that 53% of professionals received “off-

the-job training” between 2004 and 2005, compared with less

than a third of administrators, sales staff, machine operators or

elementary staff:

Source: LSC National Employer Skills Survey, 2005

2.7 Complexity of the funding architecture 

The failure of money to reach intermediate skills training is not,

however, the full explanation of the funding puzzle.  The money

that does reach such training comes through so bewildering an

array of funding streams as to leave all those involved gasping

for breath.

2.7.1 Funding at the local level

Figure 1, below, illustrates the complexity of the current

framework in the context of a single English location (Tyne and

Wear).  There are clearly too many decision-making and policy-

setting bodies: few have a clearly defined remit, and

consequently their activities often overlap; the result is a lack of

accountability, convoluted decision-making and effort

duplication, all paid for by the taxpayer.   

Part of the problem is the attempt to marry the regional and the

sectoral approach to skills development.  This resulting

confusion of organisations results in appropriate training

provision either being unavailable or difficult to source.

Conversely, Scotland has a single body (the Scottish Funding

Mechanism, see the Appendix) and the Welsh Assembly has

assumed direct responsibility, having abolished the quangos.
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Source: “A New Learning and Skills Landscape?” Frank
Coffield, Richard Steer, Ann Hodgson, Ken 
Spours and Ian Finlay.  Presented at the ESRC Teaching and
Learning Programme Conference, Cardiff, November 2004.

2.7.2 Funding at the national level

The chart below illustrates the multi-dimensional complexity of

funding streams at the national level.  Central to the current

convoluted structure for distributing taxpayer funding is the

National Learning and Skills Council (LSC), with its network of

nine regional (by statute) and 47 local offices (moving to 148

partnerships to become more local).  This geographic basis of

decision-making is out of step with (sectoral) market forces and

there is too much overlap between national, regional and local

representatives.

* Lord Leitch’s Interim Report; Review of Skills December 2005
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It is easy to understand why prospective trainees are confused.

The Local LSCs work alongside the Sector Skills Councils

(SSC), the SSDA and RDAs, amongst others, within Regional

Skills Partnerships; a lack of accountability results.  There are

too many entities attempting to perform the same roles. 

The regional bodies are dominated by the LSC because it is the

main source of money, while the LSC and DfES have clashing

responsibilities.  

Evidence presented to us suggests that the LSC lacks a global

mindset and insufficiently appreciates the future skills

requirement of UK plc. to compete within the global economy.

We have been told that it often fails to recognise which skills

non-UK companies look for when deciding to invest in UK plc.  
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3.1 Failings of the current system

3.1.1 Apprenticeships today: 
a supply-led model

Just 28% of school-leavers in England and Wales enrol on

apprenticeships compared to a third in Denmark and roughly

two-thirds in Germany and Austria:

Source: England and Wales data, DfES Annual Report 2006;
European data, Institute of Directors 2002

Moreover, the drop-out rate for apprenticeships here is also

much higher than in other European countries; only 53% of

apprenticeships in England and Wales are completed

successfully compared to 79% in Germany. 

Differences between the way the apprenticeship system operates

in Britain and in other European countries help to account for

inferior British results.  In countries such as Germany and the

Netherlands, offers of apprenticeships enable individual firms to

signal skill needs to young people. In Britain, apprenticeships

are delivered through a supply-led system via the bureaucracy of

the Learning and Skills Council (LSC).  Each year, the

Government imposes on the LSC a target for the number of

apprenticeship places, which the LSC then divides among local

LSCs.  Each local LSC then divides this target amongst a

network of training providers, the vast majority of which are

either local authorities, FE colleges or independent training

providers.  These non-employer training providers then search

for employers prepared to place existing employees on schemes.

Naturally enough, a high proportion of these existing employees

have already acquired skills; in many cases, their

“apprenticeship” consists of having these skills assessed by the

training provider.

The subservient and often passive role of employers in our

apprenticeship system is further evidenced by the fact that only

about one fifth of apprenticeship places are allocated to

employers. There are no records of the employers who provide

training for the apprenticeship system via other training

providers, and only around 5% of employers, most of whom are

large national or multi-national companies, actually provide

training directly themselves through apprenticeships. 

The absence of work-based training within apprenticeships

limits the opportunity for apprentices to acquire practical on-the-

job know-how. This lack of training in practical wisdom is

reinforced by the fact that – in contrast to traditional

apprenticeships, which emphasised the role of workplace

mentoring by a highly skilled and experienced craftsman – some

current apprenticeship frameworks fail even to stipulate the need

for each apprentice to have a mentor in the workplace. This lack

of workplace experience and mentoring also means that there is

often little motivation to acquire the kind of soft skills, such as

punctuality, that employers say new recruits often lack.

3.1.2 Growth of apprenticeships:
appearance and reality

Against this background of a supply-led apprenticeship system

with little active employer involvement and little sign of true on-

the-job mentoring, the Government has now apparently reached

its target of 28% of school-leavers enrolling on apprenticeships.

The Leitch Review of Skills has advocated further expansion of

the system with the number of apprenticeships being doubled

from 250,000 to 500,000.  But this “achievement of target” and

planning for expansion does not mean what at first it appears to

do.  It has been achieved only by including lower qualifications

– below level 3 – within the apprenticeship framework.  

When the ‘Modern Apprenticeship’ (MA) was introduced in

1994, its aim was to establish a work-based pathway for young

people, leading to level 3 qualifications, in order to boost the

UK’s stock of intermediate/ technician level skills.

In 2001, the present Government introduced the concept of a

‘vocational ladder’ to encourage progression along the work-

based pathways. The second rung on the ladder was named a

‘Foundation Modern Apprenticeship’ leading to a level 2

qualification, equivalent to five GCSEs.  The original, level 3

Modern Apprenticeship – given to those who had already

attained GCSE qualifications – was renamed an ‘Advanced

3. Apprenticeships
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Modern Apprenticeship’. These changes effectively abandoned

the previous Conservative Government's attempt to create a

distinctive work-based pathway.

In 2004, the present Government made a further change when

the whole programme was renamed, ‘Apprenticeships’.  The

lower, level 2 qualification is now called an ‘Apprenticeship’ –

still equivalent to five GCSEs – whilst the original, higher level

3 Modern Apprenticeship, is called an ‘Advanced

Apprenticeship’. 

While Government statistics show that participation in the

apprenticeship system as a whole is increasing, the take-up of

Advanced Apprenticeships, leading to the original level 3

qualification offered by Modern Apprenticeships, is in fact in

decline. 102,000 people participated in Advanced

Apprenticeships in 2004/05, down from 130,000 in 1999/2000

and below the level in 1997.  By including lower level

qualifications under the banner of ‘an apprenticeship’, the

Government has managed to disguise the fact that we are

actually training fewer people in intermediate technical skills.

This dilution of the apprenticeship brand may help to explain

why the number of people in apprenticeship training as a whole

is now in decline.

Source: Office of National Statistics 2007

The purported scope of the apprenticeship system is also illusory.

Although the apprenticeship pathway now consists of some 300

separate ‘frameworks’ covering around 90 different occupational

areas – from engineering to nail services – the vast majority of

apprentices are located in 12 sectors: automotive; business

administration; construction; customer service; early years’ care

and education; electro-technical; engineering; hairdressing;

health and social care; hospitality; plumbing; and retail.  Many of

the other remaining frameworks have either very small numbers

– often less than six – or no apprentices at all.

Moreover, even within purportedly identical qualifications, there

are in fact great differences of quality and value.  While

apprenticeships in some sectors (such as engineering) are highly

valued, trainees in sectors where there is no tradition of

apprenticeships are often denied the same level of technical

education and the possibility of progression to higher

qualifications.  This lack of consistency is reflected in the vastly

differing lengths of time it takes to complete different

apprenticeships.  For example, to complete the Advanced

Apprenticeship (level 3) in engineering takes, on average, 156

weeks, compared to 64 weeks in retail.  To complete an

Apprenticeship (level 2) in hospitality and catering takes 43

weeks, compared to 88 weeks to complete an electro-technical

(level 2) qualification:

Source: Learning and Skills Council

Furthermore, completion rates for apprenticeships vary

significantly between sectors:

Source: Hansard, Answer to Parliamentary Question, 27
February 2007
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In 2001, a review of apprenticeships led by Sir John Cassells

highlighted the inadequacy of the competence-based NVQs in

developing apprentices’ vocational knowledge.  Some sectors,

such as engineering and electro-technical, have always included

knowledge-based technical qualifications, such as BTECs, in

their frameworks. But, despite an effort on the part of the

Government to include technical certificates in all frameworks

from 2003, the LSC has now relaxed the rules to allow these

knowledge-based qualifications to be dropped.

3.2 Why fund apprenticeships?

The argument in favour of the state providing payments for

apprenticeships is ‘market failure’.  We have been told that

employers will frequently not pay for enough intermediate skills

training because so many of the skills that are required are

general in nature and, therefore, merely enable apprentices to

work for other employers.  We have also been told that potential

apprentices are unlikely to pay for their own training because

they cannot afford to, or because other forms of education,

notably those offered through further and higher education, are

either free or are highly supported by the taxpayer and would

therefore be more attractive than apprenticeships for which the

trainee had to make a contribution.

A further argument for providing taxpayer funding for work-

based apprenticeships, is that the workplace can provide

up-to-date equipment and techniques, supervision and teaching

by expert mentors, and experience with teamwork and working

to deadlines, in a way that no simulated work environment ever

can.  But this argument evidently applies only if the employer is

taking a lead and is willing to make a substantial investment (at

least of time) in apprentices.

3.3 The way forward: 
reprofessionalising apprenticeships

Our first conclusion is that apprenticeships are valuable if, and to the

extent that, they represent a shared commitment between employer

and apprentice to complete a programme of training that adds value

both to the organisation and to the individual.  Apprenticeships

should, therefore, be under genuine employer control and should be

substantially workplace based. While receiving Government support,

they should require a substantial commitment of resources –

financial and organisational – by the employer and should always

involve mentoring by experienced employees.

Our second conclusion is that, when a substantial body of

employers within an industry is committed to sponsoring

apprenticeships, it should be encouraged and enabled to develop

its own apprenticeship scheme.  There is no better way of

ensuring that employers contribute substantial resources of their

own to the apprenticeships and, therefore, have a commitment to

see their funds well spent.  One obvious way of bringing a

substantial body of employers within a given industrial sector to

focus on apprenticeships and to develop their own programmes,

is through Sector Skills Councils.  We accordingly recommend

that Sector Skills Councils, as employer-led organisations,

should license apprenticeship schemes, working – as appropriate

– with established professional bodies.

However, to make Modern Apprenticeships fulfil their original,

noble ambition of providing a clear pathway to higher-level

qualifications, and to enable them to become a ‘gold standard’

recognised by employers, the qualifications component of

apprenticeship frameworks needs a radical overhaul.  For the

reasons identified in Section 3.1.2 of this report, as part of SSC

licensing qualifications earned through apprenticeships should

be reformed so that they always test genuine vocational

knowledge, and to a comparable level in each field.  A general

education component in apprenticeships should be a condition

of taxpayer support, but there should be greater flexibility over

its nature and content.

Small- and medium-sized businesses often lack the capacity to

offer apprenticeships. Group Training Associations (GTAs) once

existed in many parts of the country, providing excellent off-the-

job training and making it possible for SMEs to take on

apprentices and ensure that they had appropriate breadth of

training.  During the late 1980s and early 1990s, a lot of GTAs

turned themselves into “providers” of Youth Training – paid

directly by the taxpayer – and in the process lost their close links

with employers.  In line with our other recommendations,

therefore, pilot schemes of new GTAs should be launched, led

by employers who already run successful apprenticeship

schemes, and who could expand their programmes beyond their

own employment needs, acting as group training providers for

SMEs which struggle to deliver full apprenticeships.
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Reform of the apprenticeship system is a necessary – but by no

means a sufficient – step towards improving intermediate-level

vocational training in Britain.

To overcome the current problems identified in Section 1 of this

report, and to realise the vision outlined in that Section, we

believe that a new, simpler, and far more demand-led framework

needs to be established for vocational training as a whole.  

Our proposals relate to England only.  The Scottish Funding

Mechanism (which – see the Appendix to this report – is in any

case developing broadly in line with the direction we advocate)

would be unaffected, as would training in Wales, which is

controlled by the Welsh Assembly. 

4.1 The funding mechanism

We propose a single, integrated, funding arrangement for all

state-funded vocational skills training, irrespective of who is

providing the training.  Taxpayer funds should, in our view,

directly follow the individual trainee, regardless of whether that

trainee is unemployed, self-employed, a school-leaver or a

company-sponsored employee.  This fundamental shift to a

system in which the money follows the trainee is, in our view,

the only effective way to increase incentives for training

providers to tailor their products to meet the trainees’

requirements.  

We propose that the flow of funds should be from the DfES to

the trainee’s local authority, and from the local authority, on

behalf of an individual trainee, to a training provider:

Local authorities are already geared up to administer individual

grants as part of both education and regeneration.  They are

familiar with handling payments systems and other process

functions, such as school place applications, increasingly

through websites.  The trainee’s pre-training home address can

determine which local authority will act on his or her behalf.  In

our view, within a system in which money follows the trainee,

the local authorities can more than adequately replace the

current, complex funding architecture of LSCs, SSDA, RDAs

and LLSCs, whose involvement with vocational skills training

can cease.  

4.2 Sourcing advice: 
the Careers Advisory Service

To provide trainees with relevant and practical advice on the

choice of course, we propose the establishment of a Careers

Advisory Service (CAS), separate from (and partly replacing)

the current Connexions services.  We envisage that the CAS

would be highly visible to prospective trainees on every high

street, on the internet and within schools, and that it could

provide a “one stop shop” for the vast majority of aspiring

trainees, by offering:

(i) skills training advice, via Advice Desks, that is impartial,

flexible, responsive and offered at a time and place to suit

individuals and businesses.  Our aim is to ensure a single

point of access for the prospective trainee to all sources of

advice, including Business Links, Jobcentre Plus, the

Manufacturing Advisory Service, Skills for Business, the

Small Business Service and other Skills Alliance Partners.

Over time, we anticipate that training and careers advice

provided by these services may merge or have their

capabilities folded into the CAS; and

(ii) access to state funding. We propose that CAS-based

Funding Desks should advise applicants on their eligibility

for state funding, applying a set of basic criteria (see 4.4).

In addition, we propose that the CAS should provide careers

advice in schools, with CAS representatives visiting all schools

in their local area to provide professional careers advice to the

pupils, rather than relying on schools to provide this service.

Since we recognise that the CAS will be used primarily by the

less informed purchaser of skills training (notably school

leavers, the unemployed and SMEs), we propose that applicants

should need to interact only with a single CAS Advice Desk,

whose staff would liaise on behalf of the trainees with the

Funding Desk and with other relevant parties including the

training providers. 

4. The proposed framework
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Typically, the larger companies will have little need for advice

since they know already what apprenticeship or other training

programmes they want to buy and from where (including in-

house).  Under our proposals, they would be free to liaise

directly with the providers of training and to apply for funding

from local authorities on behalf of each employee who is a

prospective trainee.  However, such employers (including

employers not seeking any taxpayer funding for training) would

be able, if they wished, to seek advice from the CAS.

We believe that our proposed local authority and CAS

framework represents a significant simplification of the current

convoluted access architecture and would give trainees a single

point of contact for advice and state funding.  However, before it

is introduced across England we believe that it should be piloted

to confirm that it serves the needs of aspiring trainees and of

employers. 

4.3 The role of the Sector 
Skills Councils (SSCs)

We envisage an empowered, professionalised cadre of Sector

Skills Councils that would replace the LSC as the primary

providers of skills research and labour market signals to the

CAS and to training providers.  Our recommendation is that the

SSCs should play a major role in ensuring that taxpayer

spending on vocational skills training is market-led, and we

want to see all of them quickly reach a level where they are fully

equipped to play this role. We recognise the need to ensure that

they have well-established relationships with employers in their

sector as well as drawing on the skills and expertise of the

relevant representative organisations. 

We propose that the enhanced SSCs should conduct surveys of

the members of their respective industries and forecast future

skills needs, providing information that the CAS will use when

communicating with prospective trainees and trainers.  We

believe that the SSCs should in addition continue to:

(i) support their member firms in designing training

programmes with training providers, working with other

industry bodies (e.g. BCC, CBI, EEF and FSB); and

(ii)work with accreditation bodies to shape qualifications to

reflect the needs of industry, and to keep training providers

abreast of developments.

The SSCs are also a key source of market information and

advice for the DfES, within which we propose that a specialised

unit should accumulate all the different SSCs’ input to establish

the national picture of employers’ demand for skills.  

To emphasise the demand-led nature of our proposed state

financing of skills training, the flow of market information from

employers and funding to trainees and training providers is

summarised as follows:

4.4 Trainees’ eligibility criteria 
for state funding 

Given that the availability of taxpayer funds is finite, we

propose the introduction of a simple set of DfES-produced

eligibility criteria that will weight the allocation of funding

towards the skills needs of the market as identified by the Sector

Skills Councils.  This would have the effect of ensuring that the

current supply-led structure (overly influenced by the providers

of training) becomes markedly more demand-led.

We recommend that SSC input should be reflected in ranked

categories of skills training leading to level 3 and level 4

qualifications.  The categories should reflect the needs of UK

plc., with weighting in respect of funding being applied

accordingly.

Given the expertise of local authorities in local education and

regeneration, a future Conservative government should consider

the extent to which local authorities, working with the relevant
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SSCs, should have scope to accommodate local variations in the

ranking of categories of skills training and hence in the funding

available for courses of different kinds in different localities.

Funding should be linked to basic skill achievement levels.  For

example, applicants with level 2 attainment should obtain

intermediate skill funding ahead of applicants without level 2

qualifications.

In addition to the banding system, we recommend that there

should be a funding allowance for apprenticeship training that

involves on-site residence, given that their success rates and

levels of attainment are currently higher in such training than in

non-residential courses.  We also recommend that the age ceiling

for state-funded apprenticeships (currently 25) is increased to at

least 35 enabling employers to take on more mature apprentices

so that – within available funding – those between 25 and 35 can

compete for apprenticeships on fair terms.  

4.5 Allocating the finite DfES budget

Under our proposals, the flow of market information from the

SSCs to DfES would significantly influence the eligibility

criteria for state funding, and the flow of market information

from the SSCs to training providers would significantly

influence the training offered by training providers.  These

would become the mechanisms by which the SSCs effectively

bid for training on behalf of their respective industries.  Once

the Treasury and DfES have set cash limits on overall training

budgets and the eligibility criteria for trainees, and the training

providers (using the same SSC-based market information) have

offered courses for that year, there would be no remaining need

for government to create a top-down system of funds allocation:

funding would simply be available on an annual basis via local

authorities to establish who best meets the entry criteria set by

the colleges or other training providers.  

4.6 Training incentives

The question of whether the government should offer training

incentives in additional to government funding of training

courses is intertwined with issues such as benefit payments and

other societal objectives.  Consequently, we do not address this

issue here, other than to raise the possibility, if and when public

finances permit, of offering fiscal incentives to encourage

employers, especially SMEs, to place a greater emphasis on

training.  We recognise, however, that – in addition to making

corporate taxation more complex – such reliefs would need to be

policed in order to ensure that firms did not undertake

unnecessary training for the sake of the tax relief.  

4.7 The trainees’ perspective

4.7.1 Individuals

Individuals have a strong incentive to acquire skills which have

a shelf-life of more than the next year or two, and also typically

have a good, informal feeling for the local labour market and

their own position within it.  The vast majority of adults

approach education and training with a clear, rational

perspective.  Our proposals, under which the money genuinely

follows the individual trainee, aim to reinforce individual

responsibility by bringing the individual trainee much more

actively into arrangements than is currently the case.  Our

proposed framework does not alter the current training

entitlement for 16-19 year olds, but the establishment of the

CAS as a one-stop shop for advice on courses and funding

should materially assist young people to identify more clearly

what training is available and what training is suitable, so that

they can make informed choices about which skills and

qualifications to seek, and where to take the taxpayer’s money in

order to obtain those skills and qualifications.

4.7.2 SMEs

SMEs are often overlooked by government training initiatives

and most cannot afford to run in-house training programmes,

because there is typically no critical mass of trainees and it is

difficult to release staff.  Our approach of funding following the

individual ensures that, if SME employees have an entitlement,

they can go to their chosen location to obtain the intermediate

skills they seek.  We believe, however, that – once the new

funding framework is in place – government should also

consider taking steps to encourage larger companies to open up

their in-house training programmes so that employers of SMEs

can use taxpayer funds to purchase places. Trainee and trainer

would then benefit from economies of scale.  Greater

collaboration in respect of training amongst SMEs should also

be encouraged in our view – although agreements to prevent

poaching of employees may be required to allay fears held by

the SME community.
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4.8 The providers of training

Our proposed funding structure does not distinguish between

public and private sector providers of training; we envisage open

competition for taxpayer funding to drive up standards.  One of

the reasons for the simpler structure is to encourage more

private sector and third sector (social enterprise) participation in

skills training, thereby creating a flexible skills training

environment.  

Over time, we expect that trainees’ spending power will prompt

the trainers to distinguish more clearly between effective,

intermediate vocational skills training and mere time-occupation

schemes.  Under pressure from the market-place, poor courses

will tend to wither, and the demand for better courses will

increase – a demand that the market-based curriculum and

accreditation advice received from the SSCs will help the

training providers to accommodate.  

Equally, we recognise that there is a need for more training

opportunities in the workplace; much of tomorrow’s workforce

is already working.  Workplace training is the key to achieving

success as it motivates and engages people who would not

normally attend college, particularly men.  Under our proposals,

such training, too, will compete for taxpayer funding via the

attraction of the trainee.

4.9 Supporting services

4.9.1Accreditation bodies

The existing problems with the current qualifications framework

identified in Section 2 indicate that the system of awarding

qualifications for vocational studies is out of step with today’s

industry and unable to cater for the real needs of UK business. 

Our new approach does not reinvent the structure of

accreditation – many of the existing accreditation bodies have a

strong and well-deserved reputation.  What our proposed

structure creates is a clearer framework that enables the trainee

in the market-place, acting with the SSCs, to exert real influence

over the nature of courses at a local and specialised level.  Over

time we expect this to lead to improved course quality.  It may

be that the merits of HNDs, B.Techs and foundation degrees are

reinforced (perhaps at the expense of GNVQs). Since they are

still understood in the workplace and get strong employer

support, they are likely to be attractive to trainees. 

4.9.2 The role of skills brokers

Skills brokers match up trainees and trainers by identifying

courses that meet trainees’ needs and negotiating with trainers

seeking to sell their services.  Brokers are currently employed by

the taxpayer (within Train to Gain) but we recommend that, over

time, as the CAS takes over the function of providing basic

information to trainees. Any brokers who do not become

employees of the CAS should join the private sector and become

licensed and regulated competitors to the CAS (akin to the IFA

model).  In contrast to the largely supply-driven Train to Gain

programme, their revenue should in the long term depend upon

their placement performance in respect of appropriately

accredited training courses, in order to avoid the deadweight

costs of supply-driven schemes and the mere certification of

existing skills as a proxy for the development of new skills.  

4.9.3 National Skills Academies

Not all National Skills Academies will take the role of training

trainers in the way that the Fashion Retail Academy has.  Some

Academies, rather than providing courses and qualifications,

will take an advisory role within their sector.  We believe that

employers, working closely within the context of the relevant

SSC, should be responsible for designing the roles of each of the

individual Skills Academies.
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On 3 October 2005, as part of the Further Education and Higher

Education Act, the merger of the Scottish Further Education

Funding Council and the Scottish Higher Education Funding

Council was announced. A review of the Scottish funding

methodologies commenced on 2 June 2006 and is planned to be

completed in 2008. This review was designed to identify

strengths and weaknesses of the current funding methodology

through direct inquiry to colleges and universities. 

Goals of the merger:
• to create greater links between further education institutions

and higher education institutions;

• to address inequalities between FE and HE;

• to create a uniform funding mechanism for FE and HE that

accounts for sector skills; and

• to avoid a labyrinth of funding regimes. 

Draft principles of Scottish
Funding Scheme:

1. To fund a system of autonomous institutions that make their

own strategic decisions about the mix of provision they offer,

taking account of the needs of the market in which they

operate and the national policy context created by Ministers.

2. Funding methodology should be policy neutral at its base so

that it enables good, fit for purpose provision, but neither

discourages nor encourages particular types of provision or

delivery. 

3. Funding should reflect the cost of delivery of institutions and

provision.

4. A methodology should not run counter to institutional

responsiveness in a changing context, but should be able to

provide incentives if desired.

5. It must account for possible changes in the resources

available.

6. Methodology should be based on averages whilst recognising

diversity in modes of delivery and be able to justify funding

differentials. 

7. Institutions’ strategic forward planning should be facilitated.

8. The system should be based on evidence or clear rationale

and sound measurement, and remain transparent.

9. It should ensure funding is used efficiently within

institutions.

10.It should ensure quality is maintained across sectors – in

teaching and delivery methods.

11.It should reduce the burden of providing data on the use of

funding. It must show that funding is based on good evidence

and data, and is used appropriately, whilst not overburdening

institutions or funding bureaucracy.

Current SFC College funding method:

1. Colleges are funded by SFC on a basis of agreed target-

weighted student units of measurement (WSUM) for each

academic year. 

• A SUM is equivalent to one Scottish Qualification

Authority unit and activity is weighted according to subject

areas (i.e. business studies carries a lower weight than

engineering, based on expense of delivery in regard to

staff/student ratios and equipment costs).

2. A price per WSUM is applied to agreed targets and the

assumed tuition fees generated by the target volume are

subtracted (the WSUM includes assumed fees).

3. Colleges must fulfil the agreed volume target each year or

funding is reduced. No additional funding is provided if a

college is above target.

4. In addition to core SFC recurrent funding, other elements are

included to promote support of a particular policy or to

reflect significant justifiable additional costs that affect some

colleges. These include:

• entry cost – recruiting and attracting students;

• social inclusion entry cost - of students from deprived

areas;

• social inclusion retention and achievement – a rate per

SUM for students from deprived areas as they progress

through their course;

• rural and remoteness – an institutional element and rate per

student for colleges serving remote and rural areas; and

• achievement – a rate per SUM achieved.

Current SFC HEI funding method

1. Funded by SFC to deliver a target of full-time equivalent

(FTE) funded student places each academic year. No weight

is applied to the funded places; instead, they are separated

into subject groups and separate units of resource applied to

the funded places in each group (i.e. the unit of resource is

higher for engineering and technology than social sciences). 

2. Assumed tuition fees are subtracted.

3. HEIs must fulfil funded places or face funding cuts. 

4. SFC funding includes additional elements to promote

widening access and equal opportunities. These include:

Appendix

The Scottish Funding Mechanism
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a. part-time incentive premium – to encourage more part-

time provision and enrolment;

b. widening access premium – a rate per FTE for students

from under-represented areas; and

c. Disabled student premium- a rate per FTE for students in

receipt of disabled students allowance.

Promoted and printed by George Bridges on behalf of the Conservative Party both of 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4DP
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